Our results provide an opportunity to investigate the highly local synchrony patterns 131 inside and outside the pathological region of focal epileptic brain during different 132 behavioral stages. Knowledge of local and wider spread synchrony behavior may ultimately prove useful for SOZ localization, understanding seizure generation and propagation, and the functional deficits associated with epilepsy.
135

Methods
136
The Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Board approved the study, and all patients 137 provided informed consent. The patients underwent intracranial depth electrode 138 implantation as part of their evaluation for epilepsy surgery when non-invasive studies 139 could not adequately localize the SOZ (Figure 1 ).
140
Patients. Seven patients with medial temporal lobe focal epilepsy were investigated. All outside of SOZ) and BRIDGES (one channel in and one channel out of SOZ region).
237
For statistic tests the groups were aggregated together over patients. To determine 238 statistical differences between groups the Kruskall-Wallis test and nonparametric
239
Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used. Levels of significance were considered p < 0.05 240 and p < 0.01.
241
Results
242
During slow-wave sleep, unipolar power ( wake state compared to slow wave sleep.
260
The bipolar spectral power levels show relative changes between SOZ, non-SOZ and groups is observed at two levels, p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.01 (**). groups is observed at two levels, p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.01 (**). 
